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with Assaryqua, their aids opposite, the travelers’ hosts divided the party differently, placing Our Apartment (as Bartram labeled it) opposite Our Indians Apartment (Figure 9). No one thought this worth comment; the very silence speaks of the gulf that left drowsy Indians on one side of a fire, weary colonists on the other.

The killings along the Shenandoah in 1742, like Jack Armstrong’s death beside the Juniata soon thereafter, helped make Shickellamy and Conrad Weiser famous. But the real foundation of their partnership, and of the peace that their partnership nurtured, was a less spectacular routine of visits to one another. At Weiser’s Tulpehocken home, at Shickellamy’s Shamokin lodge, and at farmhouses, hunting cabins, and mills in between, the Oneida and the German met to smoke a pipe and “tale a great deal.” Matters large and small came up, from a mysterious black wampum belt making the rounds to a Delaware’s stolen peltry, from battles over the mountains to the clash of armies and empires beyond the seas. One winter night in 1746, when the two “sat down to discourse” by the headman’s fire, was typical: over dinner the Iroquois asked “what news accured among the white people”; the Pennsylvanian, answering, went on and “asked what news accured among the Indians.”

Such quiet chats, through many seasons and many years, were the essence of what everyone from Weiser to Shawnee headmen to William Penn himself called “a Kind Correspondents” or “a Good Correspondance” between peoples. To be sure, not every encounter between colonist and Indian was really “Correspondance.” Pennsylvania traders who headed out in search of customers or Indians who trooped into a colonial settlement to peddle their wares; Moravians setting up a model farm in Indian country or coaxing natives to live in a model town on Bethlehem’s outskirts; a colonial farmer who fed a passing war party or let an Indian family camp in his field—these people needed no go-between to write the script and direct the actors.
But those contacts did require the congenial climate that a negotiator helped sustain. As the calamities in the late 1720s and early 1740s attest, that climate was prone to sudden squalls. Rumors of war put colonists or Indians to flight. Missionaries, too, carefully scouted Shamokin, Onondaga, and Philadelphia for signs of trouble before sending the Lord’s servants to live among natives. And colonial settlers only appreciated how much their lives had depended on what Iroquois called “frequent Opportunities of conferring and discoursing with their Brethren” when after 1754, conversation having stopped, peace disappeared beneath a torrent of blood and fire.  

The conversations that kept trouble at bay for so long were not as formal as a treaty conference, but they were indeed formal. The man doing the talking was a “Public Person” conducting “publick Negotiations”; message in hand, he was to “travel that Road between us and you, . . . [in order to] speak our Minds & your Minds to each other truly & freely.”  

Part of the assignment was, as native metaphor had it, to “clear . . . every Grub, Stump & Log” in the road between peoples, “that it may be straight, smooth & free for us and you.”  

Peace, like a road, required constant upkeep. Just as thoroughfares could succumb to fallen trees, overgrown bushes, and tall grass, so friendship was prey to the chaos and darkness that accompanied all human endeavors. Calling the work road maintenance may seem to belittle it; but what clearing metaphorical trails lacked in glamour it more than made up for in importance.  

Keeping paths open was easier said than done. That evening at Shickellamy’s house in 1746 was in fact made possible by a remarkable series of negotiations that got people past their linguistic and cultural differences. Like travel, talk was difficult, dangerous, thankless—and largely forgotten. But eavesdropping on the murmur of conversation, like following go-betweens into the woods, can offer a new angle of vision on the frontier experience, can reinforce the combination of concord and discord that recruitment and travel uncovered. On the one hand, negotiators, prodded by a general consensus on the need for regular contact, developed an eclectic yet powerful set of tools—pieces of paper and strings of wampum, along with linguistic dexterity and a knack for improvising—that got messages across. On the other hand, however, those beads and those pages also pick up, in the lower registers, a deepening unease and distrust. By midcentury, wampum and writing, made marvelously complementary in go-betweens’ hands, became increasingly contentious as it appeared that people did not always speak (or write) “truly and freely.” While negotiators became more conversant with channels of communication, the woods’ static became more pronounced until, after 1750, frontier war ended Penn’s “Kind Correspondence.”  

“A Good Deal of News Going Backwards and Forwards”  
Topics of Conversation  

Indians and colonists always found plenty to talk about. The hottest topics, of course, were Sawantaeny, Armstrong, and other casualties of frontier friction. As at Conestoga in the 1710s, clashes were common wherever and whenever Pennsylvanians became the natives’ neighbors. Indians killed a colonist’s hogs, beat him up, stole his horse. Pennsylvanians assaulted an Indian woman, took apples from an Indian orchard, barged onto Indian land. Provincial fur traders toted too much rum to Indian towns; natives broke into a trader’s storehouse and made off with some of that rum.  

When a Delaware smashed a colonist’s windows, the victim went after him “with a piece of Iron.” Retaliating was proper, Indian leaders allowed, but “the white Man shou’d have beat him with his Arm only, it was too much to strike him with Iron.”  

Although a mediator was often called upon to work out such moral calculations, he devoted most of his time to more routine matters. Distant Indian nations dispatched messengers to Penn’s Woods in order to strike up a conversation. Other tribes, friends already, sent emissaries to arrange a treaty—or, sometimes, to postpone one, in which case an envoy would visit Philadelphia to apologize and explain, “lest the Delay should be misinterpreted or taken ill.”  

From that city, meanwhile, officials launched messages into Indian country “to establish & improve an amicable Correspondence.” They reaffirmed ties to nearby groups. They kept in touch with Shawnee and Delaware emigrants to Ohio, assuring them that Penn’s people still considered them friends, “tho’ at Such a far Distance.” They put out feelers—first north into Iroquoia, later toward the Great Lakes—to make new friends.
The bulk of a negotiator's conversation was the swapping of information that Weiser and Shickellamy raised to an art form. When Teedyuscung observed in 1758 that "[t]here is a Good Deal of News going backwards and forwards," he could have been talking of 1738 or 1718 as well. Ever since William Penn's day, Pennsylvanians and their Indian neighbors had pledged to "be as . . . one Eye & Ear; . . . what the one saw the other should see, and what the one heard the other should hear." When one of the Penns died or a new governor arrived, when the colony signed a treaty with other native nations or sent surveyors across the Susquehanna River, provincial officials dispatched someone to broadcast the news. Similarly, when natives learned of defections to the French or Iroquois plans to visit Delawares, they let Philadelphia know.

Part of a negotiator's job was not just to carry those messages but also to gather information. Natives would show up "to hear what was doing," and a colonist in Indian country "would be glad to hear what News was passing among their several Tribes."

Some go-betweens had what amounted to standing orders to keep eyes and ears open. In 1694 the province, at once valuing and mistrusting Jacques Le Tort, ordered the French trader to "acquaint the governmt with all matters hee can hear of or observe concerning the Natives & the enemies of the contrie." A generation later, during the dark days of 1728, another nervous colonial official reminded Madame Montour of her pledge "to be industrious in procuring all the certain Intelligence she can, of all affairs transacted amongst the Indians that relate to ye Peace of this Province, & transmitt an acct of them to me."

Collecting and spreading news acquired the force of habit.

"No Confidence Can Be Placed Any Where"

Interference

Pack up and head out, listen in and report back—the art of intercultural converse sounds simple, but it was in fact a dauntingly complex transaction. The first and most basic obstacle was language; a simple hello, not to mention a chat, required people to remove the language barrier. With Indians insisting that formal talks be in their tongue, that

chore usually fell to colonists. Natives believed that having an interpreter gave them "more dignity," one Pennsylvanian explained, just as use of "proper grammatical language" lent "their words . . . greater weight and effect . . ., while some are afraid of committing mistakes when speaking in an idiom not their own." Capturing and conveying an Indian talk's finer points demanded great skill. "Particularly when they have a joke to pass, a hint to give, or a shrewd remark to make, they wish it to have all the advantages of a good translation, and that their wit may not be spoiled by a foreign accent, improper expression, or awkward delivery."

The trick was finding a good translator, for Indian languages were notoriously hard to learn. A student of Iroquois discovered "that they have various modes of speech and phrases peculiar to each age and sex"—a hungry man announced his hunger with one word, a hungry child with another—"which they strictly observe." Similarly, Delaware had ten terms for bear, depending on the animal's age and sex, and to eat varied according to whether the food required chewing. Those trying to figure out such nuances had to cope with the fact that some native speakers habitually dropped syllables, much depended on the right accent, and Indians sometimes were reluctant teachers. To acquire what one native called "an Indian ear" was a long and difficult apprenticeship.

Colonists developing that ear had to contend with a discourse riddled with "Perticular Iddoms or Diction" that "were very Peculiar," patterns of speech "adorned with noble images, strong metaphors, and . . . allegory." In this highly figurative world of words a day could mean a year. Kinfolk (brother and sister, father and uncle), anatomical features (eyes and ears, mouths and hearts), landscape (paths and roads, trees and stumps), and the heavens (sunshine and clouds, darkness and light) had expansive metaphorical meanings that left novices "at a loss."

The sense of being lost got worse if the language gap required more than one translator. Even toward the end of the colonial era, makeshift arrangements could be found. An August 1761 meeting in Philadelphia heard Seneca George speak Seneca to Kanak't (Last Night), a Conoy, who converted the words to Delaware so that Isaac Stille could, finally, bear them across to waiting colonists. "When we met at Easton [earlier this month]," Seneca George said at that talk in the provincial capital,
“we did not fully understand one another, we are therefore come here now, that we may understand each other more clearly.” With Kanak’t and Stille at his side, poised to haul his words over two linguistic spans, the Seneca’s confidence seems misplaced. 19

It did not help that Indians were known for obfuscation. Raised in a culture that discouraged open confrontation—“a person might be among them 30 years and even longer,” wrote Conrad Weiser, “and not once see two sober Indians dispute or quarrel; when one of them has a deadly hatred to another, they endeavor to smoother their anger”—natives often resorted to indirectness to avoid unpleasantness. 20 They can “express themselves with great clearness and precision” when they want to, one observer noted, but they were also masters of the “art of dissembling.” “If they intend to speak in an obscure manner, they can speak so cleverly and with so much circumstance that even Indians must puzzle out the true sense of their allusions.” 21

Communication problems were compounded by the rumors that flourished in the frontier’s volatile atmosphere. Colonists picked up “various and Contradictory” stories from Indian country; natives might get good news from Penn’s people, then bad news, then good once again. 22 The French, Pennsylvanians heard, are massing on the frontier. No, Indians had been told, they are sailing up the Delaware. The Iroquois are about to sweep down on the province and its native friends. Pennsylvania is poised to invade the Susquehanna Valley. 23 Unnamed war parties are about to strike. Pennsylvania is plotting “to cut off the Indians” by sending them poison blankets or luring them to Philadelphia in order to ensnare them. 24 Rumors ran rampant, keeping everyone on edge.

The best (or worst) stories had a chilling specificity. Those French fur traders send mysterious letters, wrapped in blue linen, to “strange Indians.” A Conestoga man being dragged off by other strangers tells his wife that everyone should “be upon their Guard.” A wampum belt, on its face a red tomahawk, is going from one village to the next. 25 Indians, just back to Conestoga from a trip southward, have brought in “several p[ar]ts of women’s attire, viz: a Petticoat, White silk hood, Lace, &c.”; another party has returned with scalps of a suspiciously light hue. 26

“Ugly talk” like this did “a World of Mischief.” Natives are “easily alarmed . . . by plausible stories,” colonists fretted; ultimately it mattered little whether a tale were true, for “Indian Fears” about an impending conflict can “have as bad consequences as if they were in actual War.” Colonists, too, felt “the Effect of fear,” as the Winter brothers, or those families that rumors of war drove off the farm in 1743, could attest. 27

So pernicious were “flying reports” that everyone tried to weaken the power of news traveling “under the Ground.” William Penn’s 1701 treaty with Susquehanna Indians sought to counter “evil minded persons and sowers of sedition” who went around spreading “Unkind or disadvantageous reports.” Thereafter, colonists and natives repeatedly urged one another to ignore “Idle Tales or Lies” and the “Chirping” of the “bad Birds” perched “in almost every Bush.” 28

But which tales were idle? Which birds sang false? Jack Armstrong’s killing was at first but a whisper, after all, and Sawantaeny’s fate reached Philadelphia as “an imperfect relation.” How to distinguish them from a tale about Indians stockpiling snowshoes for a winter raid on Penn’s province? (“Shickellamy laughed at that” one.) From the story about torchbearing Indians creeping toward a farmstead on a nighttime raid? (The lights turned out to be fireflies.) 29 This was the hard part. “[N]o confidence can be placed anywhere,” sighed Richard Peters as he sorted through conflicting reports from the interior; “the Indians tell so many Stories & the Traders are so sens[e]less & credulous.” At a Susquehanna Indian town in 1760, an exasperated Christian Frederick Post heard so many wild tales that he finally stopped bothering to record them in his journal, “as the Indians have their own peculiar Policy in relating one Thing at the same Time thinking & acting quite the reverse.” 30

Indians were not the only ones given to spinning yarns. As Canasatego and other Iroquois came through Pennsylvania on route to Philadelphia one summer, “We enquir’d who” had murdered the Onondaga’s nephew. But colonists, Canasatego went on, “told so many odd and different Stories that the People who gave the Accounts seem’d to us like Drunken Men, and we could not tell what to believe. Indians, it is true, are apt sometimes to speak untruths,” Canasatego admitted, “but white People . . . can utter falsehood fully as readily as Indians.” The only way to cope with rumor and gossip was to send someone out (or call someone in) to “sift” stories, “to enquire and find out the Truth of the matter, and of every other thing that passes.” Enter the go-between, “our true Correspondent.” 31
"Right Understanding of One Another"

Getting Through

"In Form"
The Basics of Conversational Etiquette

Those trying to converse amid rumor mongers and frontier frictions had powerful assistance, for an accepted code governed correct communication between peoples. Indians and colonists alike expected to be spoken to “in form,” in a “regular manner.” If protocol were ignored, Indians would say that “heretofore they had only heard from the English as a Noise in the Woods unintelligible”—and might even insist that they had heard nothing at all. Colonists, too, dismissed messages improperly sent as “only a transient discourse.”

“[R]ight understanding of one Another” meant not only finding “some suitable Person in whom we can place a Confidence” but also conforming to Indian custom. This, in turn, meant striking a passive pose that left the locals to invite you here and there, telling you where to wait and when to leave. On approaching his destination the wise messenger went along with the custom of firing guns in salute, and he learned to wait as a delegation of important men came out to greet him, to smoke a friendly pipe with him, and to escort him into town amid more gunfire. Similarly, a Delaware or Iroquois emissary approaching a colonial city was often “received . . . according to the Forms in use with Indians.”

Once a traveler was in the village, the Condolence began. Even if one side had already consoled the other immediately on hearing about the death of an important person—each time Shickellamy lost a son, Pennsylvania sent a gift to dry his tears, and in the spring of 1749 Weiser headed to Shamokin yet again, this time to console the Oneida’s children at the death of their father—no message got through until hearts were healed “according to old Custom.” Indians insisted that “they cou’d not see the Road [to Philadelphia] nor hear what the Governor . . . had to say to them till that Ceremony had been done.” With tears dried and broken hearts mended, conversation could commence.

To pursue those talks, go-betweens surmounted the language barrier. It helped that, whatever the native tongue used in formal dis-
course, more and more Indians picked up some English—enough, at least, that they might serve as a check on a translator’s accuracy. Watch what you say around the Iroquois here, a negotiator would warn a colonist visiting an Indian camp during a treaty; “most of them understand English.” English speakers were common in the Ohio country, and even Shickellamy knew some English. “[L]ye still John,” the Oneida “called out” to John Bartram when that False Face paid them a call in Onondaga. “I never heard him speak so much plain English before,” the astonished naturalist remarked. Neither did anyone else, apparently; no other colonist so much as mentioned the Oneida’s knowing English. But Bartram was not the only colonist surprised when familiar words came from foreign mouths. “[T]hey mostly all Spake English,” a Pennsylvanian said of Delaware warriors who captured him in 1758, and “one spoke as good English as I can.”

Colonial mediators, meanwhile, were not only more fluent in the Indian languages, they also had a surer grasp of native metaphor. So comfortable was one woodsman that, filling Pennsylvania officials in on Shawnee politics, he lapsed into Indian phrasing: “they have had a Tast of the French,” he wrote, “and finde them Sweet in the Mouth and bitter in the Heart.” Having heard this sort of talk for so long, those officials had come to know “the meaning of these Indian Expressions” well enough that translators bothered less with the usual parenthetical explanation of, say, “a clear & open road . . . (by this meaning a friendly communication).” Thus Indians and colonists, driven by a powerful urge to communicate, enrolled in a vast, diffuse, and unnoticed educational experiment. But learning to let Indians lead and picking up the jargon was only the first course in the curriculum of the woods.

"Without Wampum Nothing Is to be Done"
The Language of Beads

Tradition has it that Hiawatha, when he helped found the Great League by convincing the Iroquois nations to unite, was the first to place shell beads on a string. Ever since that distant day, these seashells—harvested on the beaches of Long Island Sound, then drilled to make beads before being placed on strings or woven into belts—had great spiritual power in Indian America. Offered to propitiate the dead and other beings, wampum linked the visible and invisible worlds; passed to the living to patch up differences or ease the minds of the be-
reaved, it mended the torn social fabric of a town or clan; arranged in patterns and kept to recall formal conversations, it connected past to present.⁴³

Use of wampum reached beyond clan or town to embrace strangers; it became a filament connecting disparate peoples across Indian country. Though Hiawatha’s Iroquois heirs might claim pride of invention, many native groups considered shells “potent medicine.”⁴⁴ The Shawnees’ insistence on speaking (and being spoken to) with six strings of wampum is divinely ordained, their headmen once informed Pennsylvania; “when God spoke first to us . . . he gave six things [strings] and told us we must believe what he said” (Figure 10). Ohio Indian leaders, though “new beginners” in sending “Messengers to Indian Towns & Nations,” already knew enough about diplomacy “to get Wampum to do the Business.”⁴⁵ So vital was wampum as a medium of communication that no frontier negotiator could hope to succeed unless he knew the language of beads.

In diplomacy, wampum worked its magic in various ways. Indian messengers would say that it served to “confirm” or “enforce” their words, it guaranteed that “we speak truth” and ensured that a speech would “have Credit with you,” would “have its full Effect on” the listener’s “Mind.”⁴⁶ Natives might even have thought strings and belts more powerful still, so powerful that the shells themselves held the message. Thus an Iroquois or Delaware council spoke words directly into a string or belt as we would into a tape recorder; then a messenger, reaching his destination, merely turned the beads on and became their mouthpiece. So animated, a belt took on a mind and life of its own. The wampum, Indian envys might say, “has been leading us by the arm.” One Iroquois go-between even talked of how “this day a Belt of Wampum (black) came to Shamokin from Oneida from the Six Nations,” as if it had floated down the Susquehanna on its own.⁴⁷

The delicate beads, then, carried heavy freight in formal conversation. “Without Wampum,” one colonist observed, “Nothing is to be done Amongst the Indians.”⁴⁸ The number of beads needed to conduct diplomacy was staggering. Some messengers had just a string or two in a pocket or pouch, but others crammed a bag or “casket” with ten, twenty, even thirty or more belts, each bearing part of a talk, each containing anywhere from several hundred to ten thousand beads that, woven into a belt, might be a foot wide and six feet long.⁴⁹ “It is amazing to think what a Quantity of Wampum this Journey will take in

Strings & Belts,” Richard Peters grumbled as he prepared to dispatch messengers into the Indian country. Demand at midcentury was so great that Philadelphia merchants asked contacts in New York City for 100,000 beads, and a “wampum maker”—a Delaware or Philadelphia woman, James Sympson in New York, or one of the Montour women on the Pennsylvania frontier—was kept busy.⁵⁰

Wampum’s value as a communications medium stemmed in part from its versatility. Just as it had many uses within a town, so between peoples one string might mark a messenger’s status while another sanctioned part of a speech and—carefully stored in a “Counsel Bag,” then regularly pulled out for rehearsal of its message—kept words alive far into the future.⁵¹ Better still, wampum could take many forms. A large belt or long string meant something important. White shells denoted peace, “black” (actually purple) ones war, though words of war also came in as scalps tied to a white belt, red paint splashed across it, or a hatchet woven into its face.⁵²

Other patterns, their message less self-evident, nonetheless helped wampum be read and reread (Figures 11–12). Friendship might appear as people holding hands or as a row of dark beads running down a white belt to connect nations, themselves depicted as squares or diamonds, hands or human figures.⁵³ Some belts told a more specific tale. One, sent from Iroquoia to Susquehanna Indians in 1722 to urge that they dump rather than drink rum, bore a small circle for the keg and a hatchet denoting its destruction. Senecas wove one that had six human figures, five of them branded with two hearts, to say that Senecas alone, with but one heart, were true to the English. A belt Teedyuscung spoke on in 1756 was equally elaborate: an armed man posted at each end, with lines leading to an empty square in the middle, told of natives’ determination to keep their country free of both British and French armies pressing upon it.⁵⁴

However clear the message, making belts talk was an art. Pulling them out, a messenger would set them “in order on the Table,” then pick up each one in turn and hold it while speaking its words. Wampum virtuosos had a certain flair. During the war an Onondaga messenger named Ogalghadarisha, to mark how far up the Susquehanna his people wanted Pennsylvania to build a fort, left a wampum belt folded in half to designate the road to Shamokin; then, at the right moment, he opened it full length to stretch, metaphorically, all the way upriver past Wyoming. Sometimes an Indian made a point of “turning . . . the
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belt" when halfway through his talk, by which, one impressed colonist remarked, "it may be as well known . . . how far the speaker has advanced in his speech, as with us on taking a glance at the pages of a book or pamphlet while reading." Having finished, a messenger would then return the belt or string to the table, tie it to a stick, drape it over a pole laid across the rafters of a longhouse, or pass it to his listeners.51

If an envoy bearing an unpopular message tried to hand over the belt, his hostile audience kept it "talking" in equally dramatic fashion. Indians might refuse to touch a belt if they opposed its words. When one party of "war messengers" trying to recruit more men draped a belt over the shoulder or thigh of a headman, the recipient, "after shaking it off without touching it with his hands, . . . with a stick, threw it after them, as if he threw a snake or a toad out of his way." Peace belts might get the same cold treatment, as natives using tobacco pipes or sticks "threwed them on one side."54

Figures of speech so rich in expressive possibility and so thoroughly embedded in native life were bound to sweep colonists into their embrace. Pennsylvania was born too late for the frenzied days when wampum was money in New England and New Netherland, but Indian use of belts and strings in early conversations with the English along the Delaware quickly taught the newcomers its importance. The colony soon started dispatching messengers with the beads as a "Credential," and in 1706 William Penn himself was handing wampum to visiting Iroquois "in token of amity & friendship wt ym."55

So thoroughly steeped in wampum culture did provincial leaders become that when Satcheeche returned in August 1722 from his second trip to Onondaga on the Sawantaeny business, Governor William Keith pronounced himself "surprised to see you bring no Credentials with you," and later returned to his disappointment that the Cayuga emissary had "brought no Belt or any other Token to confirm" the Iroquois reply. Thereafter, provincial officials felt confident enough to set Indians straight on wampum protocol. Some of these native visitors "were so hard put to it for an Excuse to come down" for a council, sneered Richard Peters in 1761, "that they laid before the Governor a Belt given for the Confirmation of ye peace three years ago as [if it were] a Belt given to invite them to a Treaty. In this," Peters concluded smugly, "they were set right."56

Colonists on the frontier, too, knew the spell wampum cast. Pennsylvania troops raiding an Indian village in 1756 systematically de-
stroayed houses and burned crops, but they knew enough to bring the town’s “Council Belts” back to Philadelphia. Whether the looters took the wampum because of its spiritual and historical significance to Indians—knowing its loss would be a blow to native morale—or because it would fetch a high price in a capital always needing more shells, they appreciated beads’ importance.57

By the close of the colonial era, Pennsylvanians had grown so attached to the new medium that they sent wampum belts to Iroquois explaining the Stamp Act crisis. From this confidence came a desire to experiment with form; some Pennsylvania belts bore decidedly non-native designs as colonists added touches of their own. Instead of hands or diamonds, belts might display the Penn family crest or a provincial fort. Instead of paths or hearts, they sported dates or initials immortalizing everyone from King George (G.R.) and Teedyuscung (D.K., for Delaware King) to a provincial army officer (W.C., for William Clapham).58

Whatever their design and their message, shells were a go-between’s stock in trade. He advised wampum makers on the size, color, and pattern of belts, kept beads on hand just in case, and, before setting out with a message, packed hundreds, even thousands of the shells among the “nessecarys . . . to Facilitate the Success of his Journey.” To run short or run out was to court disaster. Weiser fretted that one emissary bound for the Indian countries “was without wampum for accidents,” and in February 1760 Teedyuscung, preparing for another trip, complained “that he has not got Wampum enough” to carry Pennsylvania’s words of peace.59

Making their way through the Susquehanna Valley with Teedyuscung and those words of peace that June, Christian Frederick Post, John Hays, Isaac Stille, and Moses Tatamy met just the misfortune Weiser had dreaded and the Delaware leader had predicted: they ran low on beads. To Post’s relief, local Indians, testifying to their desire for an end to war, “Laid Down A Blanket and Preacled Med A Publick colection[,] and for Joy the Wemen and Girles and children thro in wampom till There Wase 14 fathem for to helpe For strings on our Jorncy.” That women and children tossed beads onto the blanket suggests how each finished string or belt represented large segments of a community, including not just the messenger delivering it or the council sending it but also those who obtained and strung the shells. For Post and the rest that day, it meant the chance to resume “our old Buisiness of Belt makeing,” which had already occupied much of their time during three days of bad weather on the road from Philadelphia.60

“A Letter . . . Is Considered a Very Important Thing”
The Power of Pen and Paper

While the others in that 1760 embassy continued “to Make Ready Belts and Strings and Speeches,” Post sat down to write out those speeches “in a Large Hand that Isaac Still might Read them” at Indian councils farther west. A few days later, as the emissaries went on with their preparations for a push deeper into Indian country, the Nanticoke headman of a nearby village sent them “a Letter and Belt and string and Very Agreeable Speeches.” At the time, no one thought either Post’s scribbling or that Nanticoke message remarkable, for by then envos routinely had paper in one pocket and wampum—tagged and numbered to correspond to particular written speeches—in the other.51 While Pennsylvanians learned beadwork, they taught natives how writing, too, encouraged conversation.

Some Indians refused to go along, sending messages on wampum and insisting that “This is my Letter, Being I don’t understand writing.” But many embraced the new way of talking.62 Like colonists learning about wampum, natives proved quick studies, and in Lasse Cocks’s day Indian messengers joined their colonial counterparts to negotiate the borderlands with both letters and strings.63 In 1715, Sassoonan, trying to damp the river of rum drowning his people, asked the governor for written permission to “stave all the rum that came amongst them.” When that campaign failed and Shickellamy launched another Susquehanna temperance crusade, he made sure, before confronting provincial liquor dealers, to bring along a copy of the Pennsylvania law against selling alcohol to Indians.64 Together the Oneida and the Delaware went after other colonial miscreants with writing, in 1733 sending a letter to John Harris that warned him off Indian land.65 Similarly, warriors and ambassadors traveling through Pennsylvania, like Jonnhaty’s band in 1743, made a point of getting passports from local magistrates in order to head off trouble with colonial settlers.

Jonnhaty and the rest demanded a document not just because it carried weight among colonists; in Indian country, too, the black scratches on paper took on an aura of authority. “A letter,” wrote David Zeisberger, “especially if it is sealed, is considered a very important thing” among Indians; one that arrived in Onondaga generated such excite-
ment that “[t]he whole town was full of it,” and on hearing it read aloud natives “Suck'd in every paragraph.” With writing acquiring talismanic power, Indian raiders who during the war lugged off French, German, and English Bibles from frontier settlements might have acted on impulses akin to their Pennsylvania counterparts who stole a town’s council wampum: keenly aware of the objects’ potency, they sought to capture it for themselves.66

Warriors hauling Bibles out of a burning farmhouse, townsfolk enraptured by a letter—these suggest the respect Indians had for the written word. Some scholars, reading that respect as awe, have posited an unbridgeable gulf between colonial and Indian media.67 Turning page upon page of merchants’ account books, hefting the stacks of correspondence and council minutes European colonists bequeathed us, one can glimpse a vast chasm between a European world built on writing and a native American universe confined to word of mouth. But the frontier was not so simple. Its means of expression had no obvious divide between literate and oral, but rather a spectrum—anchored at one end by thoroughgoing mastery of a curriculum of books and paper, at the other by immersion in oral culture—with negotiators, like almost everyone else, arrayed at various points between.68

The complexity and the confusion about where people stood arises not just because some Indian mediators like Isaac Stille could read and write while some colonists could not, but because of the frontier’s eclectic jumble of skills and media. Many literate Pennsylvania go-betweens were far from accomplished authors; indeed, in penmanship, grammar, and spelling, some of their letters resemble the few surviving Indian writings. At the bottom of one colonist’s report from Indian territory in 1738, a different hand advised: “This being wrote in the Woods by some Indian [i.e., colonial] trader only, we must be content with the sense of it.” The arrogance here is unmistakable, but so is the frustration. It is hard not to sympathize with colonial officials forced to puzzle out the meaning in letters addressed “To the farist his Magesteis Commanden Ofversewes,” or doggedly deciphering a messenger’s journal, written “So gud as I could du in dies critical teim” when he “hed no fridom to reid as I Pliest I onley most stiell mey teym beyn ext by it med hef bin rod a gud del mor.”69

Doubtless most readers were delighted that such informants refrained from adding “a gud del mor.” The people penning such fractured prose were in some ways closer to most Indians than to most colonists in their preferred forms of expression. While some fur traders kept meticulous records of every skin bought and every gun sold, others, as steeped in oral culture as their native customers, relied on memory. Around 1800 Alexander Lowry, an old Susquehanna trader summoned to court for a long overdue debt to a merchant, showed up at the hearing with neither papers nor account book. The authorities were about to call off the proceedings until he could produce the necessary documents; but then Lowry recited full “details of the payment of money, or other transactions, between the parties, and named the Spring or log where they occurred, in the western wilderness, through a period of forty years, all of which” the astonished creditor, consulting his ledger, pronounced correct. One of Lowry’s contemporaries in the trade, John Hart, surprised another audience by reading a hatchet native callers had left for him, along with a sketch depicting a sunrise, the moon, and a man with a belt of scalps around his middle and seven lines above his head. Not only did Hart get the picture, he left a reply by drawing a heart shape and a pipe.70

Hart and other woodsman who had learned to speak in pictures would have scoffed at the notion that natives could neither read nor write. Indian country was littered with evidence to the contrary. Beside the path stood those “archives,” those “Indian histories” where natives chronicled their adventures taking deer and scalps, while at home in the village a “Jurnal” recounting a man’s exploits sat on his bed (Figure 13). All of these depictions are “as intelligible to them,” one colonist admitted, “as a written account is to us.”71

For an Indian handy with picture-writing, pen and ink in some ways was no radical departure. Men who once had issued threats by “Marching on a Board Certain Indian figures” began to put, in “a little Book,” “the Picture and Marks of an Indian Warriour with his Gun and Spear.”72 Other natives cushioned the shock of the new by directing it into customary channels, drawing parallels between marks made on paper and figures made from shells (Figures 14-16). Like wampum, paper brought an author into direct contact with his audience, however many miles actually separated them. “[W]e look on” the belts you sent “as if we had seen your Kings in Person,” Cherokees assured the Six Nations in 1738, just as in a letter Indians would say that “We now Speak to you, and we speak as in your presence, even face to face.”73

Like belts and strings, too, papers went into a council bag for safekeeping. At first natives thought the object itself more important than
conversation between cultures. Headmen who got a letter inviting them to meet with Pennsylvania would keep it, sometimes for years, so that when they finally did come in they could return it to their host as they would an “invitation string” of wampum. That done, the visitor might pull out an old letter or treaty and pass it around as proof “that we have always been your fast Friends” or, clutching it in his hand, “speak on it” as he would a belt of beads. Shawnees once went farther still, hauling out an old “Certificate of the renewal of our Friendship” and trying to get colonial officials to sign the document “afresh” as an endorsement of continued good relations. The startled governor and councilors declined the honor, but the request itself, with an Indian pushing a quill pen into a reluctant colonial hand, suggests how far native peoples had gone in making this medium their own.76

“Make Such a Speech . . . As You Think Proper”
Improvisational Arts

Wampum and writing helped keep clear the paths between peoples. They could become more useful still when the men carrying them were given a free hand in recasting them, for negotiation often required a mediator to change words, to change course, as circumstances warranted. While Indian councils tended to keep their intermediaries on a short leash—“we are only messengers, and cannot say much,” envoys from Indian country would explain; if something “has not been given us in Charge by our Council,” we can “have nothing to say to that”—colonial councils were less strict. A novice might get detailed directions, but experienced hands like Weiser, Croghan, and Montour had considerable leeway in deciding how best to get a message across. Take this money, buy some presents, “and make such a Speech or Letter . . . as you think proper,” Peters told Weiser when Shickellamy’s children needed attention.78 Formal business like invitations to treaties might generate instructions, and sometimes the draft of a speech, but even so it was left up to a go-between to “put this [message] into such a Dress, as will be most agreeable to the People it is carried to,” to make sure that “if any Expression be omitted necessary and usual on such occasions, . . . supply it.”79

Indian emissaries recruited by Pennsylvania enjoyed similar freedom. In November 1755 Governor Robert Hunter Morris apologized to Scarouay and Montour for even giving them detailed directions, since “You so well understand what you are going about . . . [that] there
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Figure 14. Marks of Conodahto and Mccalloua on their letter to William Penn in 1700 regarding Sylvester Garland's misbehavior.
Courtesy of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

Figure 15. Marks of Sassoonan, Shickellamy, and Pisquetomen on a 1731 deed of sale.
Courtesy of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.

Figure 16. Mark of Wiggonekeenah, Delaware Indian, on a 1735 land deed to the Pennsylvania fur trader Edmond Cartlidge.
Courtesy of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
was little occasion for it.” Six months later Morris dispatched Newcastle and other Indian messengers to enemy towns on the Susquehanna River with wampum, a speech, and instructions to “adopt the several articles to Indian Customs, retaining the Spirit and Substance of them.”

Invited to improvise, the negotiator had a better chance of carrying on conversation even on the most delicate and inflammatory topics. Newcastle, before embarking on that embassy to the enemy in the spring of 1756, had promised provincial officials that he and his companions “do Remember very well the words the Governor hath put in our mouths, and will deliver them faithfully.” On reaching enemy territory, though, they quickly changed their minds. We were “Obliged to go off[1] a little from the Governor’s Instructions,” they admitted on their return to Philadelphia: the speech we delivered on your behalf said nothing about repatriating colonists the enemy had taken—a cardinal point in the provincial council chamber—because “some particular Friends among the Indians” there deemed it too early to discuss such matters.

No messengers departed farther from the script provincial authorities handed them than another party bound for the upper Susquehanna a few years later. In September 1761 a colonist had killed a Delaware; soon the dead man’s brother, Tenoewangogue, had recruited two other warriors and was heading toward Pennsylvania, “in . . . a furious temper,” to take his revenge. At one Susquehanna Valley town en route, Moravian Delawares solenilig, learning of Tenoewangogue’s mission, plied the three with 22,500 black wampum beads, convinced them to await a response from Philadelphia, and dispatched two villagers, Tongoone and Secomus, to the capital with the bad news.

Grasping at once the gravity of the situation, Governor James Hamilton consulted his advisers, then drew up a reply and sent the two Delawares back, in the company of the Quakers Isaac Zane and Isaac Greenleaf. On the way north, the party picked up Isaac Stille and Teedyuscung, along with two more Moravian Delawares.

The Delaware envoys were so worried about the warriors awaiting them that the devout “Tongoone said it would be well for us to employ our hearts in constant prayer to our Maker to soften & turn the minds of those wicked men with whom we were going to do business.” That business would not be easy, especially since Pennsylvania had sent ill-chosen words. When, en route, Zane rehearsed the governor’s mes-

sage, Tongoone “after a short pause . . . said it would not answer the end proposed”; the colonists had to promise to consider revisions before the Delawares would agree to proceed with the mission.  

Two days later the party paused to go over the message again; time had not improved it. The governor cleared eyes and ears at the outset, true, and at the end he offered perfunctory condolences. But in between was a long, stern lecture: the alleged killer will be tried and justice done, but he pleads self-defense, insisting that the Indian, armed with a scalping knife, was about to slaughter his family. Tenoewangogue is “much too hasty, and greatly in the wrong” to think of vengeance; go home, the message ordered, “and think no more of satisfying an unjust revenge on persons in no wise guilty of, or accessory to the death of your Relation.”

The Delawares, on hearing Zane and Greenleaf read this, must have started praying harder. There are “but six words in it that would be useful . . . ,” Tongoone fumed; “if we were to read it as it was to them[,] they would go out of the house before it was half done.” Give me your wampum, he instructed the colonists, “& then he could tell better what to say.”

The Delawares’ revision, unveiled two days later, bore little resemblance to the original. Gone was all that talk about the crime and the accused, trial and justice, self defense and going home. In its place was the cadence of condolence, couched in the soothing metaphor and repetition designed to comfort the bereaved: Now Brother, . . . Now Brother, . . . Come Brother listen to me, . . . Come brother listen to me. . . . I will clap my hands to your eyes, because the tears are always filling up your eyes. Now brother I wipe the tears from your eyes. It is impossible to say whether the governor’s speech would have been the disaster Tongoone predicted. But the words he and the other Delaware go-betweens substituted—along with 10,000 more wampum beads, and a new shirt, coat, and hat—did persuade the bereaved man “to go home in quiet, & Contented and set my self down in peace.”

Was jettisoning a speech unusual? Or was Zane just more candid than other mediators because his journal was never intended for a provincial official’s eyes? We are left to wonder how many other messages carefully drafted in Philadelphia were quietly set aside or reconfigured in the woods. But with Zane, Tongoone, Stille, and the others, we glimpse some of a go-between’s conversational gambits. Literally and figuratively making it up as they went along, some fashioned belts while
others scribbled revised messages, some calculated the correct length of a string while others prayed. However earnestly they sought divine guidance, go-betweens relied more on accumulated wisdom and wiles, dexterity with shells and quills, to get a message across—and, more, to carry correspondence forward.

"Nothing but Nonsense"
Conversation Garbled and Stifled
"I Have Informed the Indians of What I Thought Was Proper"
The Craft of Editing

The general desire to promote trade and avoid war pushed peoples in and around Penn's Woods to find frequencies on which they could get through to one another. Building on that impulse, go-betweens gifted in languages, versed in the ways of wampum and writing, and able to think on their feet proved to be brilliant conversationalists with a dramatic impact on the frontier. When Isaac Zane, at the end of his 1761 mission, noted how "clearness appear'd in every countenance, & the affair which before this appear'd so dubious had now another face," he caught the sense of relief a go-between could deliver.67 Getting the governor's letter "has Eas'd our minds," Delaware leaders had said in 1728. Another message from Philadelphia after the Virginia-Iroquois skirmish in 1742 had a similar soothing effect: "When . . . Conrad arriv'd with your Message, the Clouds were dispell'd, the Darkness ceased, and we now see as clearly and as well as ever."88

Minds eased, frowns erased, clouds lifted, darkness banished—the transformations suggest something of negotiators' power. But the work was neither as easy nor as successful as these dramatic contrasts suggest. Intercultural communication was plagued by ignorance and folly, fraud and mistrust, duplicity and arrogance; indeed, as time wore on, the interference got worse rather than better. A closer look reveals that not even Shickellamy and Weiser were as devoted to truth as they appeared; if these two putative paragons fell short of the ideal, imagine how far short others fell. All were human: they made mistakes, both honest and dishonest, and their agendas clashed as often as coincided. Even when interests did coincide, conversation lagged because colonists and Indians remained far apart on issues as fundamental as what part of a speech was most important, and which medium—paper or wampum—should have primacy.

The best place to begin exploring conversation's darker side is just where things looked brightest—the fireside chats Shickellamy had with Conrad Weiser. However open and free the Pennsylvanian's reports made these exchanges sound, in fact he never told his Indian friend all "the news" that "accured among the white people"; at one colloquy in the summer of 1747, for example, Weiser only "informed the Indians of what I thought was proper both from Europe & America," meaning by proper whatever put Britain and its dominions in the most favorable light.

At the same time, however, Weiser's superiors expected him to "demand from" Shickellamy and other headmen, "by virtue of the Treaties subsisting between this Province and the Indians, all that they know or have heard." Did colonists really expect complete candor? Weiser's asides in his reports—"This is what Shikelamy . . . assures to be true"; "he says we may depend upon the truth thereof"; "I dare say the man is true & Honest"—suggest doubt, as does colonial skepticism of "Indian stories." Certainly Pennsylvanians asking the Oneida "to open himself freely . . . , to tell his whole knowledge . . . and his thoughts" never got their wish; Shickellamy shaded the truth in ways that served Iroquois interests, and his own.89

The shading began with the Oneida's arrival at the Susquehanna Forks in 1728, when he asserted that "He is Sett over the Shawanah Indians" by the Six Nations, who "have," Pennsylvanians were led to believe, "an absolute Authority over all our Indians, & may command them as they please." The claim was far from the truth—Shawnees, Delawares, Conestogas, and the others had for years done pretty much as they wished—but Shickellamy made it his business to bring rhetoric closer to reality by weakening any rivals.90

His first target was the obstreperous Shawnee and fur trader, Peter Chartier, a man of influence among Susquehanna Shawnees. Neither Chartier nor his people accepted Iroquois claims of hegemony, and Chartier went out of his way to mock Shickellamy's pretensions to authority. In 1733 the Oneida, using as his excuse a Pennsylvania-Iroquois treaty article requiring "that if either they or we heard any ill News, Care should be taken to make it known to each other," came to the cap-
ital to proclaim Chartier a "wicked and proud" fellow, a rum monger who flouted colonial law and flirted with the French. "[H]is Behaviour is such as gives just Apprehensions," Shickellamy declared ominously, that "some Mischies may happen if he is not called away from these parts." Called away or not, Chartier was soon gone for good: disgusted with Pennsylvania's land schemes, tired of Iroquois overseers, he spent more and more of his time west of the mountains. 51

With one rival out of the way, Shickellamy turned on Sassoonan, the Delaware leader at Shamokin, who had made a similar independent streak. In the late 1730s Sassoonan, not Shickellamy, had spoken at councils in Philadelphia, and during the early 1730s the two men worked together. But after 1740, as age and illness sapped the Delaware headman's strength, Shickellamy—again under the auspices of treaty agreements with Pennsylvania calling for regular exchange of news—set out to undermine the old man's authority. That Delaware is near death, the Oneida announced; he is out of his head; he has been on a binge for years, selling his people's council wampum to keep rum flowing into his cup; he is so unfit for formal meetings that "whenever a council fire was kindled he p——d into it." The province should appoint someone to rule in his place, since—another lie—he "has no Successor of [among] his Relations." It was no coincidence that during these years Sassoonan's nephews Piquetomen, Shingas, and Tamaqua (Beaver), along with many other Delaware and Iroquois arrogance and interference, followed Shawnees down the westward trails toward the Ohio. 52

Whatever Sassoonan's Delawares or Chartier's Shawnees thought of the "news" Shickellamy spread about them, Pennsylvania was happy to accept it as true in order to further the colony's ambition to rule or remove its native neighbors. Only when those disgruntled emigrants to Ohio began to speak with an independent voice in the late 1740s was Shickellamy's skewed version of the truth fully exposed, for only then did Onondaga's agenda come to clash with Pennsylvania's. Appalled that the axis of alliance running, through him, from Philadelphia to Onondaga was in danger of being replaced by a new chain of friendship stretching west from the provincial capital, Shickellamy stepped up his disinformation campaign by frantically concocting stories. "[T]he Journey to Ohio wou'd avail but little," he told Weiser in March 1748 on learning that his Tulpehocken confidant was soon to head west to be-

friend peoples out there; those groups cannot speak for themselves, because they are "altogether subject to the Six Nations." Stalling Weiser by claiming that Onondaga would soon send a delegation to Philadelphia "to treat about some Business of Consequence," Shickellamy looked the fool when no Iroquois showed up. By the end of August the string had run out, the fiction of Iroquois rule was exposed. The Oneida's old comrade was at Logstown on the Ohio River to raise the Union Jack, joining Indians in a toast to King George and new friends. "He is not altogether pleased with my Journey to Ohio," Weiser reported, in something of an understatement. The diplomatic scaffolding that Shickellamy's conversations put up over the past two decades had come crashing down. 53

"They Ought Not Thus to Treat"
Lost in Transmission

Weiser and Shickellamy were as attuned to one another as any two men in the border country, yet their talks fell far short of the treaty rhetoric about honest exchange. With them, however, we have only begun to plumb the depths of deceit, to glimpse how much words went astray as they crossed the frontier.

Many obstacles stood in the way of conversation. Sickness or bad weather might stop an envoy, as did a hunting or trading expedition and—among Indian messengers—a bad dream. 54 So did drink. The Pennsylvania fur traders in August 1728 who paused to slake their thirst (and spill their news) at a Philadelphia tavern had kindred spirits a generation later in Teedyuscung, who bartered his wampum for liquor, and Andrew Montour, who, having lost his dispatches, was (coincidentally?) held in Carlisle on a tavern debt. 55

Sometimes Pennsylvania traders, perfectly sober, found good reason to fail as messengers. Charles Poke and Thomas Hill neglected to carry a belt from Allegheny Indians to Philadelphia, since that wampum told provincial officials how these two traders had "abused" the very people who now sent them east to turn themselves in! A request for more English goods sent by Ohio leaders in the 1740s met a similar oblivion, perhaps because the men toting (and burying) that plea wanted to keep the trade to themselves. 56

Indians were surprised when a message given to men like Hill and Poke never got to its destination; Pennsylvania authorities were not.
Philadelphia officials eager to befriend Ohio peoples in order to expand trade and fend off the French had a hard time laying down secure lines of communication over the mountains. They bewailed the penchant of Shawnees there to send speeches “by Indian [i.e., colonial] Traders, some of which have been delivered & some not.” These men are “thrusting themselves into the Carriage of Messages,” one governor stormed, but they are “too partial, ignorant, and too much concerned for their own Interest” to be trusted. The council instructed one envoy to tell Indians that this is “not a becoming manner of addressing the Government”; next time, another official ordered, natives must “observe a greater Regularity in the publick Transactions.”

Emissaries Pennsylvania chose could be every bit as bad, Indians responded, clods “who either don’t remember or designedly alter your meaning . . .; take care,” they scolded, “to choose faithful and proper people.” Native frustration ran deep. “You have frequently sent us Messages by straggling Indians . . .,” a Cayuga named Tokahaio complained, “upon whom there is no dependence. They sometimes lose the Belts & Messages, and sometimes drink them away, but if they happen to meet us, they are nothing but Nonsense.”

Mis-handling wampum was as common, and as annoying, as sending the wrong man. Though colonists became conversant with beads, wampum remained a foreign language in which they often made mistakes. One group of Pennsylvania envoy had to confess that they had “entirely forgot to bring any with us from Philadelphia,” while others tried to talk peace holding a black belt or delivered important speeches “on small Belts and trifling little Strings.” Some embarrassed colonists got off with “a general Laugh” at their ineptitude; some had to sit through a lecture. You have lost “Several of our Strong Belts” given to you before, Tokahaio said in 1758. Moreover, the English, “when they speak to us, they do it with a Shorter Belt or String than that which we spoke to them with. . . . They ought not thus to treat with Indians on Council Affairs.”

Three years later Tokahaio, back in Pennsylvania, was no happier. In his hand were wampum belts Philadelphia had sent to Onondaga. Oneidas had brought the wampum safely through to us, he said, but the beads are mute. Beyond saying vaguely that the belts “were about the Governor’s Business, they brought no Speeches with them . . .,” the Cayuga concluded testily, handing them back to colonists; “you may know their meaning; we do not.” Nor was this an isolated mishap.

Shortly before Tokahaio arrived, several Nanticokes had visited Philadelphia with another silent belt. It came a year ago, they explained, but all it said was that Pennsylvania’s governor invited us to the capital; it did not say why. The Indians then accused the governor of handing wampum to a passing Indian, who gave it to another, “& so it goes thro’ many hands, . . . but the last man knows not what was intended to be said . . . with the Belt. We think that whatever it is,” the Nanticokes concluded, “that it could not have come from the Governor’s heart.”

This variation of the children’s game of Telephone—where a message gets distorted as it travels from one person to the next—suggests how intercultural conversation could go awry. It also suggests that colonists, despite Tokahaio’s indictment, were not the only clumsy ones. Oneidas bearing shells from Philadelphia that they could not read; Teedyuscung swapping a belt for a bottle; Ohioans misplacing some of their strings—Indians were not always masters of the conversational arts either.

Even a sober and skilled emissary found wampum hard to handle. However long a belt was, however elaborate its design, it was not a letter that could simply be picked up and deciphered by anyone familiar with the medium. A negotiator using wampum had to tie in his mind a particular speech with a particular belt’s size, color, and pattern; if not, the beads were struck dumb. Surely, then, written documents were an improvement—an open book, as it were, to any educated eye? A belt wore obscure symbols; a page—any page—bore letters, words, sentences, all awaiting a trained glance to unveil its secrets.

But a document only looked more reliable. As Indians learned through painful experience, much depended on who did the writing; some scribes penned “loose Letters.” In 1739 Shawnees visiting the capital found this out when provincial officials accused them, “from your own Letters,” of favoring the French. There must be some mistake, the Indians replied; that letter “was not wrote agreeable to their Minds, nor as they designed.” What happened is that “being merry over a Cup of good Liquor at Allegheny, they then said they would write to you, their Brothers [in Philadelphia], which two white Men who were in Company undertook to do.” Only now do we discover that those two, for reasons of their own, “so wrote what they themselves thought proper.”

In 1753 other Pennsylvania traders, living up to their worst reputa-
tion, strayed even farther from native intentions by slipping into an innocuous letter, marked by headmen, a paragraph in which Indians supposedly agreed to sell their lands on the Ohio River’s east side to pay off trade debts. The governor and council, though always happy to buy more territory, were so amazed by this extraordinary proposal and so distrustful of the traders who penned it that they wondered if the Indians had been “in a sober, thoughtful mood” when their scruffy amanuenses took it down. Sure enough, inquiries confirmed that natives had said no such thing.103

By midcentury the Ohio country, where Pennsylvania’s ambitions clashed with those of Virginia, France, and assorted Indian nations, was particularly fertile soil for such chicanery. First came the debate over Britain building a fort there. Thomas Penn (long since returned to England to stay) and his loyalists in Philadelphia considered a stronghold “a mark of Possession” that would counter both French and Virginians; for their part, George Croghan and his fellow fur traders longed for the protection a garrison could provide. Thus in January 1751 Croghan arrived in the provincial capital to announce that Ohio Indians at Logstown “are of opinion that their Brothers the English ought to have a fort on this River to secure the Trade.” Sent back that spring only to “sound the Indians in a private manner that he might know their Sentiments” about this venture, the trader surprised everyone by returning with the natives’ formal request for “a Strong House.” Governor James Hamilton was pleased; the Quaker-dominated assembly, opposed both to war and to spending money, was not. Imagine, then, its delight when Andrew Montour, who had been at Croghan’s side throughout the Ohio visit, came in to deny that Indians had said any such thing.104

Who was lying? It is as hard to tell now as it was then. Croghan, publicly humiliated, fought hard to clear his name (he even persuaded Montour to change his story), but matters never got sorted out. Wherever truth lay, this chapter in the cross-cultural concourse reveals how tangled the lines of communication were becoming as the number of players on the frontier stage grew and the stakes mounted.

Conrad Weiser, who had visited the assembly with Montour to hear the métis embarrass Croghan, soon found out how unpredictable a fellow Montour was, and how unfathomable the politics of the Ohio country. At Logstown in 1752, Montour pressed Indian leaders to accept the expansive interpretation of an Iroquois land sale that Virginia and Weiser had obtained at Lancaster in 1744, a reading that would have given Ohio to the Old Dominion. But at another council Montour, reversing himself, insisted that “the Indians never Sold nor released it [the territory beyond the mountains]; If they did they were imposed upon by the Interpreter”—none other than the now “very angry” Weiser himself. Once again truth is elusive, and once again it is less important than what the dispute reveals about confusion in formal conversations.105

A return visit to the banks of the Ohio in December 1758 finds truth more evident and some go-betweens’ efforts to evade it more obvious. Croghan and Montour, having long since patched up their differences, stood with General John Forbes’s army on the ruins of Fort Duquesne at the Forks of the Ohio, just captured from the French. It was a pivotal moment in American history. British success in taking the stronghold owed much to their messengers’ ability to convince Ohio Indians that, upon ousting the French, the British army would obey the natives’ demand to leave Ohio. Believing that promise, natives sat out the contest and the French fell.106 Now, meeting the triumphant Forbes, Ohio leaders repeated, several times, their insistence “that he should go back over the mountains.” Forbes did turn around: desperately ill, he headed east to die. But he left behind Colonel Henry Bouquet and two hundred troops to build a stronghold, to be christened Fort Pitt. Now Bouquet, unhappy with the Indians’ insistence on his retreat, wanted them to “alter their mind.”

When native leaders refused, Croghan and Montour stepped in. As traders and, more recently, Crown Indian agents, both were keen to see the soldiers stay. First they simply refused to “tell Colonel Bouquet the Indians’ answer.” Then Croghan insisted that, in private talks with Bouquet, the headmen had indeed changed their minds about the troops. When Christian Frederick Post, who was also there, expressed doubts about that story, “Mr. Croghn grew very angry” and said any other account of Indian wishes was a d—-d lie.” The Ohio natives, informed of Croghan’s version, “said, Mr. Croghn and Henry Montour had not spoke and acted honestly and uprightly.” Honest or not, Montour and Croghan—and Bouquet—got their wish: the army stayed. Ohio leaders learned the hard way that among a go-between’s tricks was making no mean yes and yes, no.107
“It Is So Difficult for Us to Understand Each Other”
Lost in Translation

Croghan and Montour, caught by Post that winter day, offer the best example of how a negotiator could put words in someone’s mouth. With Post’s help, it is easy to see where, and why, something got lost in translation. But without a Post standing by at every conversation to point out where an interpreter strayed, it is harder to tell how much of what Croghan called “Indian Form” and Weiser termed “Indian Phrases” fell by the way. It is clear, however, that even an interpreter committed to accurate translation had a difficult time getting messages through the cultural and linguistic interference, through the profound difference in agendas and customs.

Just a month after the Ohio Indians’ meeting with Bouquet, one of the native leaders at that council, a Delaware named Custaloga, gave a French officer his version of the conversation. It bore little resemblance to Bouquet’s. While both accounts of the talks mentioned trade, peace, and return of colonial captives, they painted Bouquet and Britain in very different colors. Bouquet had himself boasting that “the English are . . . the most powerfull People on this Continent,” insisting that the two hundred soldiers had to stay to protect traders, agreeing that the Indians must soon return their prisoners, and instructing natives to drive out all of the remaining French.

Custaloga’s Bouquet was a more contrite fellow. “I . . . [am] going to be quite different from what you have seen and experienced of me up to the present,” he allegedly promised. “It is,” this Bouquet admitted, “unreasonable that we have come to stain your lands with blood . . ., we should have respected your lands.” But fear not; we will leave soon, for “The King himself . . . forbids us to cross to the other side of the [Ohio] river, and orders us even to come away from it.” Two hundred soldiers in a fort? No, only “a trading house here without a stockade.” Drive away your French friend? “I shall be delighted to be door to door with him.” Prisoners? Keep those “you have adopted as your relatives.” But perhaps you might surrender the older ones, “who would be in the way, or of very little use to you.” It is almost as if Custaloga and Bouquet were remembering different conversations.

This was hardly the first time transmission was garbled. In 1743 Oneidas told New York officials that, though the treaty minutes said nothing about it, during the council at Onondaga Virginia had actually admitted that colonists were to blame for the skirmish with Jomhaty’s men. And in 1756 the Onondaga envoy Ogaghradarisha, recalling his visit to Pennsylvania to request a colonial fort at Shamokin and propose another above Wyoming, had the governor say “That as he found by woeeful experience, that making purchases of Lands was the cause of much blood having been shed, he was determined to buy no more.”

The line between true and false is harder to draw in these cases than it was with Post at the Ohio Forks. Did Custaloga consciously change Bouquet’s words? Or was the Delaware offering an accurate (if not verbatim) account of the treaty, based on his own design or on a slanted interpretation by Andrew Montour? Ogaghradarisha’s message begs the same questions. Was he putting words in the governor’s mouth? Perhaps the fault lay in Weiser’s interpretation that day, or in the gap between Weiser’s Mohawk and Ogaghradarisha’s Onondaga. Or maybe Ogaghradarisha mistook Pennsylvania’s reluctance to accept at once his invitation to build a fort above Wyoming, so deep in Iroquois territory, as a policy statement against ever again buying native land. At this remove, one can only pose the questions; the rest is a guessing game. But it is no idle pastime. Pondering it, we approach the heart of translation’s mystery, where words become malleable and imprecise, prey to the skills, schemes, and memories of those doing the talking.

Even in the best of times, interpretation is not an exact science. The equation that manufactures sentences from sounds has a host of variables, from the setting and audience to the translator’s ability and sobriety or his agenda and attention span, not to mention the means of recording his work for future reference. The colonial era was not the best of times, even if an interpreter intended only the most faithful rendering of a speaker’s words. Go-betweens were often tired, afraid, drunk, or bored—and sometimes all four at once. Their linguistic gifts ranged from fluency to ignorance, such as that exhibited by the Delaware Joseph Peepy, a regular translator in the last two decades of the colonial period who, near the end of his career, was said to speak only broken English. Moreover, fluency, so difficult to attain, was also easy to lose. In 1754 Weiser asked to be relieved of his duties “as a principal Interpreter” because “he is no longer Master of that Fluency he formerly had, and finding himself at a Loss for proper Terms to express
himself is frequently obliged to make Use of Circumlocution." With rusty or inept translators, one colonist lamented how much of a native’s eloquence was reduced to dross by an interpreter able to distill only “the sense” of it.111

It seems likely, then, that many an Indian speaker would have been disappointed to learn how much of his wisdom and wit were “spoiled” by a lousy accent, poor choice of words, and clumsy delivery. While we cannot measure the full extent of this impediment to understanding, we can identify elements of native speechmaking that, if not altogether abandoned by interpreters and scribes, at least received less emphasis, and therefore made less impact, than native American orators intended.

The first is repetition. Rehearsal of key words and phrases is vitally important to oral cultures intent on retaining their knowledge.112 To natives like Tongocone and the other Delawares condoling Tenohwan-gogue in 1761, intoning phrases over and over again was, like regular renewal of friendship at councils, the very lifeblood of conversation. Colonists saw words differently. Like a treaty that stood for all time once it was written down and marked or signed by the right people, so a phrase, once spoken and inscribed, had no need to reappear. Only colonial inconsistency in translating and recording Indian speeches—with some interpreters and scribes more prone to include everything—exposes the gap, providing occasional glimpses of what must have been a consistent Indian reiteration:113

- The Delaware leader Sassoonan, 1715 (interpreter and scribe unknown): added to the same effect, . . . further added, . . . added, . . . Continued in the same strain, . . . repeated the same.
- Sassoonan again, 1740 (scribe unknown, interpreter “Thomas Freeman, an Indian”): now we are come down; we are come into your House . . . . [W]e are glad now we are come; and my Uncles the Mingoies, came along with Us from Alleghany . . . . I tell you again that our Friends, the Mingoies, came along with Us, and are come into your House.
- Ohio Delawares, 1758 (Christian Frederick Post, translator and scribe): You have talked of that Peace and Friendship which we had formerly with you . . . . [A]lways remember that Friendship which we had formerly . . . . [O]ur good Friendship and Peace we had formerly . . . . [T]hat Friendship we formerly had . . . . [T]hat Friendship with you we formerly had . . . . [T]hat Peace and Friendship which we formerly had amongst our Fathers and Grandfathers . . . . That Friendship . . . . which was formerly between us . . . . [T]hat Peace and Friendship which we formerly had with you.
- An Oneida named Sagughsuniunt (Thomas King), 1762 (interpreter uncertain, scribe Richard Peters?): call your Soldiers away from Shamokin . . . . [T]ake away your Soldiers . . . . I must tell you again these Soldiers must go away from Shamokin Fort . . . . [T]here is no occasion for Soldiers to live there any longer . . . . [W]e must press you to take away your Soldiers from Shamokin.

Having skimmed these lines, the reader may now, perhaps, be readerier to forgive colonial translators and scribes who usually saved their breath and their ink, even if that meant altering the rhythms and accents of native discourse.

A second strand of speech only occasionally found its way into the record due to colonial delicacy, not colonial boredom. A native speaker’s use of the body as metaphor usually enraped colonial auditors, accustomed as they were to thinking in terms of a body politic. Thus interpreters conveyed—and scribes recorded—metaphors from head to foot. But amid all the body parts, private parts are conspicuously absent from surviving accounts of speeches; they come up just enough to suggest that colonists routinely bowdlerized Indian talks.

Much of this discourse centered on insults about turning men into women. Why fight Catawbas? Because, a Cayuga said (through Weiser), those southern Indians “sent us word that . . . . they were men and double men for they had two P——s; that they could make Women of Us.” During the war with colonists another Iroquois explained that Delawares attacking Pennsylvania had boasted that “We are Men” and shall keep fighting; do not try to stop us, “lest we cut off your private Parts and make Women of you.”114

Two other references to private parts confirm the suspicion that colonists, not Indians, were responsible for keeping such talk to a minimum. The Pennsylvanian John Hays, with Christian Post at a council on the Susquehanna in 1760, noted in his diary that one native stood to complain about British exchange rates for furs. Prices are so high, the Indian argued, that he got but 6 fells of a Measure for a ribboned Stewed, and it was so little that his Cock could Not Go in it, and he had But A little one.
Significantly, polishing his grammar and spelling for the final report on their mission, Hays omitted this speech altogether.\textsuperscript{115}

Conrad Weiser, translating for the Seneca go-between Newcastle, went in the opposite direction in his report, not away from the explicit but toward it. Newcastle says, the Pennsylvanian explained, that the Iroquois sent a message to Delawares that included talk of how those Delawares have suffered the string that tied your petticoat to be cut loose by the French, and you lay with them, & so became a common Bawd, \ldots\ and as you have thrown off the Cover of your modesty and become stark naked, \ldots\ We now give you a little Prick and put it into your private Parts, and so let it grow there till you shall be a compleat man.

The speech has attracted scholarly attention for the light it sheds on Iroquois talk of Delawares as women. But its significance also lies in how Weiser handled it. Before repeating Newcastle’s message, the negotiator was at pains to say that the image was not his, but the Seneca’s: I only “took down in words \ldots\ the literal interpretation of what Newcastle said.” Weiser’s skittish way with those words makes one wonder how often he and others censored an Indian speech before it ever reached colonists’ tender ears.\textsuperscript{116}

Perhaps, given all the obstacles in the way—differences in language and emphasis, a metaphorical wilderness, the temptation to censor or edit speeches—we should be surprised that native voices from colonial times come through as clearly as they do. But at the time, Indians and colonists alike were frustrated by the enduring language barrier between them. In 1748 one Indian woman befriending Moravians at Shamokin broke down and wept because she “could not understand & Speake with” them better. Leaders on both sides knew the feeling. Governor William Keith, talking to Conestogas in 1722, was aware that “many words that we send to them [the Iroquois] & they send to us may be lost by the way & never told, because the English Interpreters do not understand the Indian Language so well as you.” Though in the next generation interpreters were probably more skilled, the barrier remained. “I am sorry it is so difficult for us to understand each other \ldots\,” said Saghughsoniunt at Easton in 1762, staring across the linguistic gulf at colonial leaders. “[A]s we do not easily understand one another, we are obliged to deliver you the Substance in short of what we have to say, which makes it tedious.” But tedium or merely getting the gist of it was, in some sense, not the worst thing happening to the good correspondence. More ominous still, Indian and colonist were coming to understand one another only too well.\textsuperscript{117}

“This Faithful Kind of Evidence \ldots\ Must Be the Rule”

Writing Triumphant

The farther one goes in exploring frontier conversation, the darker the prospect appears. People lied; they made up letters and mishandled wampum; their incompetence or chicanery meant that countless words were “lost by the way & never told.” Even writing and wampum, complementary as they could be in capable hands, ended up in contention as Indians came to fear the power of the pen and colonists insisted more shrilly on paper’s primacy.

Contention between the two media was always there, in the weight each side accorded them. Where Indians considered written documents supplementary, colonists thought the opposite. “They were glad,” Iroquois told Pennsylvania in 1722, “the Govr. sent them a Letter for that was like two tongues, and confirmed what the Messenger said to them.” Two decades later Governor Thomas let slip the prevailing colonial view when he informed Shawnees that “I send you this not only under the Seal of our Government, but for a further Confirmation have added four Strings of Wampum.”\textsuperscript{118}

Like any literate people, colonists thought reliance on the spoken word a mistake. Speech, they insisted, is transitory and intangible; it lingers in the air for a heartbeat, then dies there, to be followed either by silence or by other evanescent sounds in the flow of thoughts expressed.\textsuperscript{119} But putting those thoughts down on paper is, it seemed to Europeans, a different matter. Here, they believed, words make an indelible mark, become tangible objects that, years hence, can resurrect the talk of men long dead. Here, on the page, lies truth, a record of deeds, of wisdom, just waiting to be revived in order to enlighten generations to come. And here, in the ink, the message comes through clearly to sustain “Kind Correspondents.”

Or so European colonists wished to believe. However close colonial and Indian modes of communication might look, however adept Pennsylvanians became with shell beads or Indians with writing, colonists nonetheless thought that literacy, civilization’s hallmark, set them off from their native neighbors.\textsuperscript{120} A spectrum of communicative forms there indeed was, but at its center lay, to the European (and, in the end,
to the Indian) way of thinking, a divide separating peoples that could read and write from those that could not. While literacy is indeed a tool of communication, it is also “a mode of excommunication,” a weapon that literally wrote off groups.121

On the Pennsylvanian frontier these forces and ideas found expression in a war of words, wampum, and writing. Colonists conveyed to Indians a serene confidence in a document’s accurate reflection of reality. “N[O]bo[y],” James Logan was said to have assured skeptical Delawares, “dared to write any thing wrong, for if any one writes any thing out of his own Head, We hang Him.”122 If Logan were right, many a Pennsylvanian (including Logan himself) would have ended his days at the end of a rope. None did; but however far from the truth, Logan’s claim captures the arrogance of the literate.

His superior, Thomas Penn, agreed that paper must have the final say. “I doubt not,” the proprietor told Conestogas in 1735, “but you will believe with me that the most proper Method for this [renewal of friendship between peoples] is to read over to you here, since you cannot read yourselves, the principal of those Writings,” the agreements and land cessions from years past. At Lancaster nine years later Virginia commissioners arguing a point with the Iroquois added their voice to the colonial chorus of praise for paper. Consult our earlier treaty with you, the Virginians said; it “being in Writing is more certain than your Memory. That is the way the white people have of preserving Transactions of every kind,” the commissioners explained, “and transmitting them down to their Children’s Children for ever; and all Disputes among them are settled by this faithfull kind of Evidence, and must be the Rule between the Great King and you.”123

Some Indians sounded awed, even cowed, by a document’s power to carry thoughts across space or time. When I die I am going to hell, one aged Delaware solemnly told a missionary. “Ask’d . . . how he came to believe so, Said he I have liv’d with white People, (who can read & Know many things from God), & they all Say so.” In formal discourse, too, Indians might genuflect before the paper altar Penn and Logan erected for them. If we “make any Blunders, or have forgot any part of the Speech,” Sagughshununtold Pennsylvania’s governor in 1757, please “excuse” it, “as they cou’d not write, therefore, were obliged to keep every thing in their Memory.”124

These two may have been putting colonists on, for alongside such obeisance were louder, more common Indian expressions of confidence in their own ways of recording and recalling things. In Philadelphia an Iroquois named Kanickhungo insisted that writing was not the only way to make the past live. “We who are now here are old Men,” he said to Thomas Penn, James Logan, and a crowd of colonists in October 1736, “who have the Direction of Affairs in our own Nations, & as we are old, it may be thought that the Memory of these things may be lost with us, who have not like you the Art of preserving it, by committing all Transactions to writing”; not so, Kanickhungo continued, for “we nevertheless have Methods of transmitting from Father to Son an account of all these things, whereby you will find the Remembrance of them is faithfully preserved.”125

Natives defending their own method of seeing that “succeeding Generations are made acquainted with what has passed” also came to doubt writing’s capacity for capturing and conveying truth. Growing familiarity with the literate cosmos bred distrust. One reason Susquehanna Shawnees took such a dislike to Count Zinzendorf in 1742 was the Moravian’s habit of holing up in a tent with his books and papers; it looked to Indians like sorcery, with the writings a tool of that malevolent craft. Around this time Canasatego, too, sounded the alarm. Waxing nostalgic for the days when Indians had the continent to themselves, the Onondaga told colonial leaders that “We are now . . . lyable to many . . . Inconveniences since the English came among Us, and particularly from the Pen and Ink work that is going on at the Table [pointing to the Secretary]” scratching away there.126

In the years to come, suspicions of that work grew, pushed by traders’ “loose Letters,” by how documents, so fixed in appearance, could be so easily misread, by deeds whose boundaries on the page diverged from native memory of an agreement. Paper’s power to pluck territory from Indian hands seemed particularly sinister.127 “They say,” remarked Post, “that they have been robbed of the lands by the writing of the whites.” Indians leveled the charge time and again. “[W]hen You have gott a writing [confirming a land sale] from us,” Delawares complained, “you lock it up in ye. Chest & no body Knows what you have bought or what you paid for it.” We have “an Uneasiness on our Minds . . . concerning our Lands,” an Iroquois speaker told colonists in 1754. Our elders deny ever having sold it, yet now “We understand that there are Writings for all our Lands.”128

During the war, fear of a literate world became so acute in the Indian countries that someone pulling out a book might have it knocked
from his grasp or stolen. "I Durst Not Reaad But sum times When they were in A Good Umer," wrote one colonial envoy, "and Not Long at A tim." Do not even let Indians know that you have books with you, another advised. 129

Though reading was provocative, writing was worse. In the early 1760s Post warned colonists venturing into the Ohio country that "Indians are very suspicious of those white people whom they see engaged in reading and writing, especially the latter; believing that it concerns them or their territory." The go-between spoke from hard experience. During delicate wartime negotiations, he and his companions had drawn suspicious looks every time they picked up a pen. "[W]hat had they to write there?" the "very jealous" natives demanded. 130

Jealousy was compounded by natives' growing dependence on books and papers. Like a headman holding an old piece of paper or an Iroquois warrior with a passport tucked away in his pack, Indians knew and used literacy's power. At the same time, however, they could not unlock all of its secrets, could neither abandon it nor fully embrace and exploit it. The result, among illiterate messengers, was occasional embarrassment and perpetual uneasiness. In the late 1750s the Ohio Delaware Tamaqua went from village to village, papers in hand, speaking words of peace, only to be told by some fur traders that what he carried was not a peace treaty but a land agreement. 131 Tamaqua's brother Pisquetomen knew the feeling. He once strode grandly into the provincial council chamber to lay belts and strings on the table, then faltered when it turned out that the accompanying paper he handed the governor did not, in fact, contain "the Substance" of that wampum; someone had given him the wrong document. Pressed to go ahead and "deliver what they had to say from their Memory," he and his companions declined; "he depended upon that Paper to Assist his Memory in what he had to say," Pisquetomen replied, "he could not do without it." 132

He could not do without it—yet he could not even read it. The dilemma preoccupied and infuriated natives. No colonist saw this more clearly than Post, when Ohio leaders summoned him so that they could dictate a letter. "The jealousy natural to the Indians is not to be described," the messenger remarked; "for though they wanted me to write for them, they were afraid I would, at the same time, give other information, and this perplexed them." 133

Indians thus perplexed came up with a variety of ways to master or counter writing's power. Some learned to read and write. "[T]hey had

Writers among themselves," Teedyuscung, thinking of Isaac Stille and Joseph Peepy, reminded provincial officials. But literate natives were rare, even at the end of the colonial era, so other groups adopted an educated colonist. In 1761 an Onondaga named Jenochiaada sent a messenger to Pennsylvania to say (on a wampum string) that "When I receive a Letter from you I cannot understand it, which I think very hard." Was the solution to insist on wampum, then? Not for Jenochiaada. "[W]e ought to have somebody living among us," he went on, "who can understand and interpret your Messages & the Letters you send to us." His candidate was "my [adopted] Child, James Sherlock"; please give him "your leave...[to] live amongst us." 134

Ironically, even Indians who accepted the triumph of writing were often rebuffed when they wanted to learn its mysteries for themselves. Colonial officials, far from welcoming such overtures, sought to shore up the barrier between bookish people and everyone else. 135 When Oneidas in 1753 asked David Zeisberger to write a letter to Conrad Weiser, the Moravian refused, "adding, that if they had any message to send to Weiser, they should do it by means of a belt, which was a much better and surer way than by letter." Similarly, when Teedyuscung nine years later wished aloud that the peace just made among the Indians at Lancaster had been written down and "signed by all of us [headmen]...that we might have it always to shew to our Children and Grand Children," Pennsylvania's governor "reminded him that it was not the Custom for Indians to sign writings to one another." The natives' ambivalence about writing was matched by colonial ambivalence about their having it. 136

By then Teedyuscung was accustomed to British officials deflecting his tentative forays into the written universe. Since 1757, pressed by Moses Tatamy and Isaac Stille, he had struggled to get a clerk of his own in order to ensure an accurate account of his conversations with colonists. The contest began innocently enough at a treaty in July 1757 when the Delaware, pleading a faulty memory and a desire to "have things done regularly," asked for "a Copy of all the Proceedings." To this, provincial leaders agreed readily enough. 137

But Teedyuscung's other request created a stir. I also want, he said, speaking (of course) on a wampum string, "a Clerk to take Minutes along with the Governor's Clerk." This was a rather different matter: handing over a copy of the minutes the governor's man takes is one thing, two clerks—and therefore two versions of the same speech—
Delaware "had drawn, as he pretended, by the direction of the great Spirit, a kind of map on a piece of deer skin, somewhat dressed like parchment, which he called 'the great Book or Writing'... This map he held before him while preaching, frequently pointing to particular marks and spots upon it, and giving explanations as he went along." Increasingly, Indians making and reading such books counseled "total Separation from" European colonists.\footnote{141}

It had come to this, then, William Penn's "Kind Correspondence." Indians rejected a colonial symbol system that they had come to read as a tool of oppression, turning to competing books, and competing visions, as an antidote to poison pens. Other natives sought to play the game by the newcomers' rules, only to be forbidden by colonists who, insisting that Truth lay on the face of their papers, also insisted on remaining Truth's sole custodian. The conversational aids—wampum and freedom, paper and words—had spawned mistrust and contempt, had driven a wedge between Indians and colonists that went deeper than a message lost or gone astray, deeper than rumor, ignorance, or incompetence, to touch the frontier's very heart.

If We Had Been More Conversant

Correspondence Ceases

After 1750, peoples in and around Penn's Woods were doing more than talking, more, even, than wrangling about clerks and copies, about whose books spoke truth, about where wisdom resided and deceit lurked: they were killing each other with terrible fury. Frontier war—known ever since as the Seven Years' War or the French and Indian War—erupted because a combination of new conditions and old unhappiness proved more than even the most gifted conversationalist could handle. With so many voices clamoring to be heard, conversation lapsed into cacophony, and finally into war cries and terrified shrieks.\footnote{142}

Gone, by 1750, were the days when Conrad Weiser and Schickel-lamy could manage most of the business between Pennsylvania and its Indian neighbors; the frontier was becoming too vast, the number of peoples involved too large, the lines of communication too long, for that. The Delaware, Shawnee, and Iroquois emigration into the Ohio country had altered the diplomatic landscape. While these groups kept
up their trade and their talk of friendship with Pennsylvania, many of them—especially Shawnees and Delawares—also remembered all too well how Penn’s people had driven them away. Mingled with fond memories of amity that, one Pennsylvania governor hoped, “remain stamp’d on your Minds, never to be forgot,” were unhappy recollections of land fraud and trade abuse along the Delaware and the Lehigh, the Tulpehocken and the Susquehanna. It did not help that Indians, according to Croghan and many others who knew them, were “jealous and Revengefull[,] Never forgett & seldom forgive where they think they are injured.”

And now colonists—not just Pennsylvanians but Virginians, with their newly-formed cadre of land speculators called the Ohio Company—were casting a hungry eye beyond the mountains, too, sending out surveyors to prepare, in secret, the way for further European settlement. “I took an Opportunity to set my Compass privately . . . ,” wrote their agent, Christopher Gist, in November 1750, “for I understood it was dangerous to let a Compass be seen among these Indians.” Memories of past misdeeds were so keen that shortly before war broke out, Indians at a town beside the Allegheny River “found a Rat & Kill’d it, at which ye antims of them seem’d Concern’d,” saying “that ye French or English should get that Land from them, ye same prediction being made by their Grandfathers’ on finding a Rat on Delaware before ye White People Came there.” No wonder France, sending troops and traders into the Ohio at midcentury in order to check the English advance that threatened to cut French Canada off from French Louisiana, convinced natives that the British were up to no good.

Complicating the frontier further, to the north sat William Johnson, his influence among the Iroquois growing steadily, while the Iroquois themselves kept trying to make good their claims to suzerainty over the increasingly populous and independent Ohio peoples. Even Pennsylvania was becoming a more complicated place to do Indian business. Proprietary officials sought money for arms and other gifts to counter the French and keep natives loyal; Quaker-dominated assemblies, which controlled the purse, refused. “As these [Indian] Affairs take up more time, and give more trouble to a Government, than almost all other Business put together,” sighed Governor James Hamilton during one “dangerous Season” in November 1753, “it is a pity they afford so little Satisfaction in transacting them.” A few months later a weary Conrad Weiser, listening to the hubbub, longed for the day when “I Shall not trouble my head any longer” about “Indian affairs. . . .”

So many Cookes in that Kitchen that the brothe is alreadly Spoiled.”

As late as 1750, Richard Peters had boasted to his superior, proprietor Thomas Penn, of Weiser’s being so thoroughly in command that “I verily believe it is in his power to turn the Indian Councils which way he pleases.” Hyperbole, of course; no one ever had that much say. Yet Peters captured the look of the Pennsylvania frontier in the recent past. Beginning in the late 1740s, however, as things started to fall apart for Weiser and for the world he knew, Pennsylvania’s Indian agent began talking retirement. Indians pestered him with land and trade complaints, yet Philadelphia did nothing. “I shall be sick of Indian Affairs,” the German colonist had warned Peters in June 1747, “If no medium is found to do them Justice.”

To make things worse, the colony’s diplomatic opening to the Ohio country left Weiser overburdened and out of his depth. He was a Six Nations man, a veteran of the trail running from Philadelphia through Tulpehocken and Shamokin to Onondaga; the western paths and peoples lay beyond his ken. “I should think meselv happy if I had nothing to do in public affairs, and could turn farmer entirely,” a frustrated Weiser wrote after meeting some Ohio folk in Lancaster during the summer of 1748. Then, that fall, Shickelamidas died, robbing the colony of its closest Indian ally and Weiser of his best guide. The Pennsylvania agent who had handled the Shenandoah Valley and Armstrong messes was a different man from the one who, early in 1754, admitted that “I Can not force things to go as I will, but must Submit to accidents. . . . I am perplexed with Indians affairs, and Can not say Such or Such is best.”

Nor was Weiser alone in his perplexity. Onondaga and Ohio, Quakers and proprietary men, Pennsylvania and Virginia, not to mention France and Britain—with so many contending forces, events were spinning out of any go-between’s control. The surest proof of negotiators’ impotence was that though they saw war coming, none could prevent it. Beginning in the late 1740s, Scarouyady, Croghan, Weiser, and Montour all warned Pennsylvania authorities that if no one answered the French offensive in the Ohio with guns and other gifts, even with troops and forts, those French would secure a foothold west of the mountains and turn Indians there against Pennsylvania in particular and Britain in general. Quaker reluctance to finance war and British reluctance to provoke an incident worked against taking a hard line. So did squabbles
among the go-betweens themselves about how to proceed. Weiser and Croghan have a “difference of Opinion” about which nations out there should get presents, a disgusted Hamilton wrote in 1750; this, the governor observed, arose “between Two persons who are suppos’d to understand Indian Affairs the best.” And that was before Croghan fought Montour about building forts, and Montour quarreled with Weiser about which land Indians had relinquished. All these squabbles left negotiators less able to sustain the conversation.

Disputes between negotiators, between governor and assembly, between Pennsylvania and New York, between Pennsylvania and Virginia, between Ohio nations and the Iroquois, between France and Britain—in the end all of these spelled a breakdown in correspondence, a breakdown more sinister than loose letters and mislaid wampum, misapprehension and mistranslation. Some thought the communications media specifically to blame. One native messenger said that Susquehanna Indians had joined the war in 1755 because Teedyuscung lacked wampum to send Pennsylvania word of their continuing allegiance. Teedyuscung himself, meanwhile, blamed writing for the bloodshed: “Somebody must have wrote wrong,” he explained, “and that makes the Land all Bloody.” But Scarouayady argued that the wave of fury and fear broke over Pennsylvania’s frontier because of a longer, more pronounced failure of the conversation common for more than two generations. Pennsylvanians “had been too negligent of Cultivating . . . Friendship with the Indians . . . ,” the Oneida scolded an audience in Philadelphia in the spring of 1756; conflict might have been avoided “If we had been more Conversant with each other.”

CHAPTER VI

In the Woods:
Woodslore, 1755–1758

“Heavy Storms”
Frontier War

In Shamokin, the heart of the Pennsylvania frontier at midcentury, the summer of 1755 passed much like any other (Map 5). The Delaware, Iroquois, and Tutelo inhabitants went about their business, planting the river flats and hunting the uplands. A late frost that blasted young crops broke the routine, as did a sudden rise in the river that stole canoes from the banks, drunk Indians whose cries shattered the night, and an elderly Conoy’s funeral. Near that burial ground on the outskirts of town sat the house and smithy of the Moravian mission, a mission now ten years old. The three German men living there were also creatures of habit, tending their corn, mowing their meadow, speaking fractured Delaware to Indians (who might reply in broken German), savoring news or visitors from Bethlehem.

Over the course of the summer a motley array of other visitors trooped to that town, and to that house and shop: a Pennsylvania fur trader and two Indians from out Allegheny way; a lone Englishman from above Wyoming; a Conoy bound for Lancaster; a German shoemaker from the nearest colonial settlement on the river’s east side, a morning’s ride over the hills; a Delaware family, back over those same hills after a shopping trip to Tulpehocken; Germans or Swiss from new farms on Penn’s Creek, across the Susquehanna. So crowded did the Moravians’ place get that one evening the missionaries turned away several Delawares because the house already held two colonists and seven Iroquois.
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